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you alone.    Memories of you    Time
heart entwine.    And when the shadows

can't erase,    No one can take your place.
softly fall,    I miss you most of all.

CHORUS

I may find happiness in another's charms    As I wander

on my way;    I may find peace and rest in an-
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other's arms At the end of a weary day.

Maybe in someone else's heart I'll find a love that's true;

And in other eyes I may find Paradise, But never a pal like you. I may you.
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CHORUS

(TENOR I.
(Soprano) I may find happiness in another's charms As I wander on my
way (on my way); I may find peace and rest in another's arms At the end of a
weary day (of a weary day). Maybe in someone else's heart

(TENOR II.
(Alto) I may find happiness in another's charms As I wander on my
way (on my way); I may find peace and rest in another's arms At the end of a
weary day (of a weary day). Maybe in someone else's heart

(BARI-TONE)
(Tenor) I may find happiness in another's charms As I wander on my
way (on my way); I may find peace and rest in another's arms At the end of a
weary day (of a weary day). Maybe in someone else's heart

(BASS)
(Bass) I may find happiness in another's charms As I wander on my
way (on my way); I may find peace and rest in another's arms At the end of a
weary day (of a weary day). Maybe in someone else's heart

I'll find a love that's true; In other eyes find Paradise,

I'll find a love that's true (love that's true); And in other eyes I may find Paradise,

But never a pal like you (never a pal like you). I may you, like you.
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I may find happiness in another's charms, As I wander on my way;
I may find peace and rest in another's arms, At the end of a weary day.

Maybe in someone else's heart,

I'll find a love that's true; And in other eyes I may find Paradise,

But never a pal like you, I may you.
THE TRAIL TO LONG AGO

I long to go back to hap- pi- ness On the trail to long a-go;
A- way back there my moth- er's pray'r I hear so sweet and low.
A sweet-heart's smile seems all the while To say, "I love you so!"
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WHEN YOU LONG FOR A PAL WHO WOULD CARE

When you've wandered from home and you're all a lone, And you long for a heart fond and true,
When your dreams all have flown, and you'd give all you own For a pal who'd believe in you,
There is one you've forgotten, with all - very hair,
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MY VIRGINIA ROSE

When the bees are hummin' then I'm comin', my Vir-gin- ia Rose,
To that southern para-dis e'neath the old Vir-gin-ia skies,
In my arms I'll hold you and en-fold you to my heart a gain,
On a night in June, e'neath the moon,
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I'M LONESOME FOR YOU, DEAR OLD PAL

Just an old fashioned pal, just an old fashioned gal, Just a pal with a heart of pure gold;
Every night I embrace just a bit of old lace, Memories of a face that the years can't erase, Just a pal who would share every
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